TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
I must suppose, therefore, that it springs from somewhere in
the region or the deep humility I mentioned before; an incredulous
repudiation of any personal claim to a present.
But her own gifts to me—there lies another story. You never
know when they are coming nor quite why they come, for birth-
days and deservings seem to have little to do with it. Yet they are
not altogether spontaneous, for they have quite often involved
difficult preparation and thought; each is a tribute by virtue of its
relevance, inspired by fun and good memory.
Her wisdom is always true in its essence and sinewy in its
phrasing; never as kind as her actions nor as herself, which is
understandable, for wisdom is a bitter distillation, whereas kindness
wells up in despite of it.
In her encounters with death, however swollen her private
shape of grief, her first and last idea is how not to dismay or em-
barrass those who come near to console. She deals with this dis-
tressing minor problem in the fashion, debonair yet never short
in faith or hope or charity, which one might expect from a champion
life-giver. For her dead take their way normally in and out of her
talk, with all their faults still fresh and gay and impenitent. Not
for an instant can you see the dust gathering on a solemn wreath
of immortelles.
Yds, I know this woman, this life-giver. When she was young
and went to Italy, she brought back an oak-tree in her sponge-
bag and planted it in her garden. Now it has grown sturdy and
beautiful, and we can sit in its shade and be glad of it.
CHAPTER XVI
THEIR EXITS AND THEIR ENTRANCES
"TV /TAKETH kittens, maketh baby" . . . Sophia had warned
.LVJLme in June. And now Josephine was dragging herself
about, burdened, resentful and bewildered, with not even instinct
to tell her that this heavy chastening had direct link with those
gay days and mad nights when her spirit was rowdy and rum-
bustious, outpacing even its own usual quicksilver, streaking over
the ground or rocketing to the tree-tops. For Josephine life had
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